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I

Foreword

«A rural world responsible for its self socio-economic development » is the vision of
DUHAMIC-ADRI1, a Non-Governmental Organisation working with rural population
and helping them to organize themselves to fight against the constraints of the
marginalization of rural areas.
DUHAMIC-ADRI was legally recognized by the Ministerial Order No. 943 of July 12,
1985; the law number 04/2012 of 17/02/2012 governing the organization and the
functioning of national non-governmental organization.
Currently DUHAMIC-ADRI meets its partners in communities who benefited the
interventions through ongoing projects funded by OXFAM. The case studies were
collected to identify the most significant change stories from two projects that
include « Integrating Household Methodologies (HHM) in agricultural extension,
value chains and rural finance in Sub-Saharan Africa” by using GALS (Gender Action
Learning System ) approach to enhance the capacity of poor rural women and men
to manage their livelihood and to access needed services to reduce poverty, improve
nutrition, raise incomes and build resilience in a changing environment. Testimonies
were collected from the zone of intervention in Kamonyi and Muhanga Districts,
Southern Province of Rwanda.
This booklet was developed with focus on four main elements:
C: Challenges or problems before the project interventions
A: Action and /or intervention by OXFAM/ DUHAMIC-ADRI
L: Learning/ knowledge and skills received
P: Perspectives and/or plan for the future
OXFAM and DUHAMIC-ADRI would like to thank all those who contributed
to the production of the booklet especially members of cooperatives KOPABU,
KOPABAKAMU and TUZAMURANE for their encouraging testimonies.

1 DUHAMIC-ADRI: DUHARANIRA AMAJYAMBERE Y’ICYARO-Action pour le Developpement
Rural Integre
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II

Introduction

Since 2009 IFAD has been promoting the use of innovative household methodologies
(HHM), as a mechanism to achieve sustainable reduction in rural poverty. The
Gender Action Learning System (GALS) was developed under Oxfam´s Women
Empowerment, Mainstreaming And Networking (WEMAN) program since 2008
with local partners in Uganda in close collaboration with Linda Mayoux. Currently,
the methodology is promoted in IFAD funded programs as well as in FAO and UN
Women as a sound participatory and gender sensitive practice, producing sustainable
development outcomes at household and community level.
Based on the positive results achieved with different methodologies over the
past few years, Oxfam and IFAD have extended their collaboration through the
project:”Integrating Household Methodologies (HHM) in agricultural extension, value
chains and rural finance in Sub-Saharan Africa”, whereby the household methodology
selected to use is GALS.
GALS methodology is a community led empowerment methodology aiming at
constructive economic, social and political transformation in gender relations. It
focuses also on individual life and livelihood planning through individual diaries. The
family and community members’ relationships are key factors that determine the
success or failure of social and economic development programs.
The methodology is inclusive and uses symbols and drawings. It creates evidence of
the effectiveness of HHM to change the gender relations and behaviour that constrain
women and men to increase household welfare, agricultural productivity and the
quality of products that they need to get out of poverty.
In using this methodology, different tools are used and champions are people who
have learned how to use GALS tools and are in process or have implemented significant
changes and are actively sharing and disseminating GALS/HHM tools.
The upcoming Oxfam- DUHAMIC-ADRI intervention in December 2017 will reach
4800 persons in which 60% are women and 30% are youth from marginalized rural
communities in Kamonyi and Muhanga Districts
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III GALS methodology and its effects
in Kamonyi and Muhanga Districts
3.1.

Case study of Tuzamurane cooperative

In Cyeza sector, Muhanga District, OXFAMDUHAMIC ADRI provided support to a
Cooperative called Tuzamurane. Its main
activity is maize and soybean value chain
development.
Tuzamurane cooperative has 811 farmers’
members including 504 and 307 women and
men respectively. It was created in 2008 and
legally recognized by RCA on 15th January
2009. DUHAMIC-ADRI started to work with it
since 2010 in supporting maize and soybean
value chain development by providing
trainings, linkage with financial institution,
market linkage, provision of agriculture
inputs and contribution in construction of
cooperative office and store house.
Oxfam with DUHAMIC-ADRI has integrated
GALS methodology within cooperative
activities. At household level of cooperative
members, the life was too difficult and
women were discriminated even in leading
cooperative, no bank account, gender
inequalities, no sharing of revenue and assets,
violence of women, malnutrition-related
diseases among children even in adult farmers,
intermediate buyers at harvesting time and
drop out of children at school. Those are major
cases that characterised cooperative members
in the period of 2008-2011. Now it is totally
different according to Dieudonne BARIHAFI.
«After training on GALS methodology, we
work on performance contract whereby in
our cooperative we have common visions,
80% of women in cooperative have account
in SACCO , no violence at household level,
no malnutrition cases in our cooperative

members, we bring together the production
to cooperative for commercialization
and paid on time and work in peacefully
environment.
The cooperative members have worked
in partnership with DUHAMIC through
Integrating
Household
methodology
project using GALS approach funded by
Oxfam. As the implementing partner,
DUHAMIC helped to train 20 trainees in
GALS methodology known as champions
chosen from households that were facing
relationship difficulties and very poor. Those
who were trained, in return, replicated the
training to other households’ members,
cooperatives members and neighbors
around. The cooperative actually has more
than three hundred trained people in GALS
methodology.
The
training
focused
on
gender
relationships, conflict resolution, peace,
resources management and formulating
a vision by GALS tools such as vision
road journey, gender balance tree, social
empowerment leadership map, diamond
dream and multilane highway. Before
training, they had no peace in their
respective households, which led to lack
of compliance with agriculture calendar
resulting to low production. President said.

“Women fulfill all membership requirements.
There was neither exclusion nor
discrimination. As you may see, we have a bigger
number of women than men”
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Barihafi Dieudonné, President of Tuzamurane cooperative

drying shed. We have to apply for a bank loan
to get enough money to pay our members.
We already have shares from members. It is
clear that we will meet all our targets.

Tuzamurane cooperative vision

Mrs Mukashyaka Therese, 50 years old, is the
vice president of the cooperative, a widow
with three boys; she joined the cooperative
in 2009. She talked about the cooperative
vision set on 11/09/2014. The vision includes
building a store, buying a hulling machine,
and setting a processing unit. So far the store
was built with a capacity of 400 tons, and
hulling machine was also purchased in April
2016.
As explained by Therese with vision road
journey GALS tool, the cooperative has a
vision of a big storage facility, a selling point,
more drying hangars and a processing unit
(1). The second step was to define the initial
situation which consists of the existing
resources: The cooperative has members,
marshland (30.5 ha), some drying hangars,
a small store and the capacity to produce 60
tons and work with banks and microfinance
institutions.

After solving these technical issues, we
looked at the risks (section below on the tool):
the erosion is a threat; misunderstanding
in using fertilizers; the illegal middlemen,
insufficient hangars; inaccessibility of some
zones, enability to water our crops in case of
drought or rain delay.
We have some opportunities however
(Section above on the tool): access to the
market, working with finance institutions,
good collaboration with local authorities,
etc. We also have agronomists who monitor
our activities, stakeholders and our reliable
members.
Like in cooperative, members have their
own visions within their respective families.
They shared the vision with family members
and come out with their own family vision.
Spouses and children agree on strategies to
achieve the set vision and work towards it.
It was observed that the resources of the
family are well managed in a consultative
way. Disputes have significantly reduced,
and harvest is no longer misused. Spouses
have opened a joint bank account while
before, the account was owned by the
husband only. All decisions are taken on
consensus», Mukashyaka revealed.

«On 11/09/2015, we wished to have high
maize production at least 5 tons per Ha. The
only way to achieve that was the mobilization
of our members to use manure and fertilizers
and sow on time. We have achieved that. We
are now approaching the harvest step. We
expected each member to bring the harvest
to the cooperative and get paid immediately.
We are getting plastic sheeting to protect
our harvest. We have also planned to buy a
hulling machine and a humidity barometer.
In order to achieve the target of selling post,
we planned to get 2, 200,000 francs cash. At
the end, we should have 150 tons from 100
tons already produced, which is an increase
of 150%. Most of our planned targets have
been achieved: we have the plastic sheetings,
the hulling machine, the harvest is already Hulling machine purchased by Tuzamurane cooperative
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“VISION OF THE COOPERATIVE IMPACT/ VISION TO TRANSFORM HOLISTIC LIFE”
«Through GALS methodology, the cooperative
developed the main vision impact (drawings
in maize symbol) which includes cooperative
targets and performance with regard to the
impact where all members should access
health services after paying for medical
insurance, a mobile phone set to access
information; achieve food security by
increasing production; ensure environment
protection; all members and their families live
in peace and harmony through gender equality
and each member works with microfinance
institution» . Said Dieudonnee BARIHAFI.

3.2.
1.

Testimonies of cooperative members

Testimony of UWIMBABAZI Claudine

“Through GALS methodology my behaviour
was changed. I now live in a good house and
my daughter and I consult each other before
making any decision”
Uwimbabazi Claudine, 46, is a membr of
Tuzamurane cooperative since 2009. She
resides at Biruba village, Kivumu cell of
Cyeza Sector in Muhanga District. She is a
widow and has one daughter. Before joining
DUHAMIC-ADRI in GALS methodology
she consummed too much alcohol (Turbo
beer) and she couldn’t to pay school for her
daughter which provoked family conflicts.
Her only source of fund was an avocado tree
and one pig.
“In February 2013, I joined GALS group, I
decided to change my behaviour and my
daughter changed as well, as a result of
using GALS tools, such as Gender
balance tree and vision road journey. Since I
stopped drinking, we (Me and my daughter)
share incomes, decide and make decision
together, our good house was already
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VISION IMPACT

constructed; I plan to install electricity
and open a shop and my daughter plans to
continue her vocational training in different
skills”. Claudine said.

Photo of constructed house September 2015.

“GALS has taught me to work on performanc
contract, to change behavior and to improve th
welfare of my family and living in harmony wit
neighbors. I plan to install electricity in our hous
and have a shop”. Claudine Uwimbabazi
Claudine was delighted to talk about her
vision using GALS tools set on 28 July 2015,
explained her own three years vision.

ce
he
th
se

2.

Claudine are explaining her vision by using GALS tool.

She plans to open a shop, buy a cow and
install electricity in the house. She relies on
a piece of land, an avocado tree and three
pigs. In order to achieve this, she may face
challenges but also have opportunities. She
has set three roads , namely individual road,
Family road and community relationship
road.
During the first four months, Claudine is
committed to feed her pig and farm on time.
After eight months, she will take the maize
to the cooperative; at the end of the year,
she will sell the pig and get Frws 50,000.
She expects to get around Frws 40,000 from
maize; and to install electricity in July 2016.
She explained activities which will help her
reach every step.
She discussed her vision with her family and
decided to have a regular family discussion
twice a week for good a management of their
resources. In eight months, they planned
to do a self-evaluation, discuss on gender
tree and check the cash they can invest in
the shop. In twelve months, the shop will
be operational. Its success will depend on
good relationship with neighbors. With my
family, we will keep discussing how to live
together in peace with our neighbours”. She
expressed.

Testimony of UWITONZE Beatha

“From despair to esteemed life”
Mrs Beatha Uwitonze is a young woman
married with two children, one boy and
one girl living in Cyeza Sector, Nyarunyinya
Cell, Gasovu village. She joined Tuzamurane
cooperative in 2010 after a very difficult life.
She was homeless because the family house
had been burned by her brother in law.
She used to live in rent houses but could
not stay in one for more than a month. She
had lost confidence and had created hate
in her. Once, In July 2015 when she was
attending an economic solidarity scheme
meeting, she met other women who were
participating in GALS session. She became
interested, hesitated to register and waited
for a while. When she decided to register,
she started from scratch. She was taught to
set a vision for three years. She dreamed of
a house, rearing a pig of improved breed,
rearing a cow, running a shop and having an
increased harvest.
I identified risks such as heavy rain, drought,
insecurity, drunkenness, cheating, disputes
which may hinder the achievement of my
vision. Opportunities to address those
challenges are identified such as health
insurance, solidarity group and regularity
of rain and sun.

Uwitonze Beatha, vision road journey
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From the start, she contributed to the solidarity scheme, was a member of SACCO, had
harvested her maize and reared a small pig, she also had a piece of land. “During the 4 first
months, from the harvest of previous year, I bought tiles for Frws 117,000 and one window
for Frws 30,000. I made bricks worth Frws 98000. In the second term, I borrowed from the
solidarity scheme and using the money I kept from the feeding scheme, I could buy bricks
and a door and built the house. I already stay in the house. The next step will be selling my
maize harvest and my piglets and borrow from SACCO to finish the construction of my
house. In the family, my husband understood the vision and agreed to give me money to
pay for manpower three times a week.
We look forward to discussing how to live peacefully with neighbors. I was alone on the
relationships with neighbors’ road, but I managed to teach 6 women in solidarity scheme.
After eight months, I was able to involve other 4 women and 9 men. We are still on the
trajectory”. Beatha recounted.
Thanks to GALS, I built this house in eight months. Now I, my kids and husband have a
decent shelter!

Beatha Uwitonze with her two kids + her house

Relevance of GALS methodology in the cooperatives
It is a very fascinating exercise. Each member has his/her plans and the most
interesting fact is how everybody explains the set vision, the milestones objectives and
the strategies to achieve them. This methodology is fully adapted to the intellectual
level of the cooperative members, but may be also used by development practitioners.
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3.

Testimony of couple of Pierre Celestin Munyanziza and Primitive Muragijemariya

“GALS and family reconciliation”
Pierre Celestin Munyanziza and Primitive Muragijemariya, a couple with three sons,
living in Kamonyi District, Nyarubaka sector, Ruyanza cell, and Buhunga village are both
members of KOPABU1 cooperative, one of IMPUYABO2 umbrella cooperatives. Married
for 16 years, they had a difficult life before attending GALS trainings in July 2015. There
was a generalized conflict, but it was very serious, according to Mrs Muragijemariya. The
conflict was based on her infidelity and Celestin’s jealousy. All neighbors were aware of
the insecurity climate in the family and its causes.
“I have never been considered in my family. I was not considered by my wife, but instead
I was seen as a useless man. I didn’t think I was good at anything. My wife never cared
about me at all and our children were abandoned. We had no common income generating
activity. I was so traumatized that I would follow her wherever she went to meet her
courtesan. I had fear that she would kill me at any time or leave me forever. I built a house
but never finished it because I did not want my wife to claim that she had any right on it.
The house has been destroyed by bad weather. At some point I could not believe in GALS to
change my life. I could not see change happening in my household though her colleagues
ensured me that change happened in their respective families and they asked me whether
nothing happened yet. Once, I discussed with GALS trainer who encouraged and inspired
me”. Celestin revealed.
“Today I have confidence. When I look at neighbors, there is a lot of change due to GALS
lessons. Some change is happening in my house as well, we sit here and children approach
us, we discuss what we plan to do. We already have domestic animals; I get at least 5,000
RWF a week and don’t go straight for drinking as before, rather, I come back home and
discuss with my wife how to use the money. We are on a new road and we plan to construct
the destroyed house for business”.
Mr Pierre Celestin Munyanziza regret that during the 16 years he has spent with his wife, he
only enjoyed life during the 9 first months and 5 months after he and his wife were trained
in GALS approach. They don’t want to go back to the sad moments they experienced.
The couple went through difficult moments from deception to frustration; it’s almost a
miracle if their marriage still exists. GALS tansforms lives of many women and men.

1 KOPABU: Koperative y’Abahinzi Borozi ba Buhunga/Buhunga Farmers cooperative
2 IMPUYABO: Impuzamakoperative y’Abahinzi Borozi ba Kamonyi/ Farmers Cooperatives Union
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GALS re-conciliates spouses
After GALS, we undertook a new life process, the trust is not completely restored,
and the spouses have made a step forward. They can sit together and discuss common
project. We have already set a common vision and determined the strategies to achieve
it. Our children are now happy because they are not threatened any more.
“During my 16 years of marriage, I became happy during the nine first months, then, the last five
months after I knew GALS. I hope to continue on this trajectory”, Munyanziza

Pierre Celestin Munyanziza

4.

Pierre Celestin Munyanziza with his wife

Testimony of Couple Marceline NYIRANIZEYIMANA and NSANZIMFURA Eustache

“Through GALS methodology, my behavior has changed and now I have a happy and
friendly life». Narrates by Marceline»

The couple of Marceline Nyiranizeyimana and NSANZIMFURA Eustache
parents of 5 girls and 2 boys. They live at Nyarubaka sector, Ruyanza cell,
Buhunga village of Kamonyi District. Their life was characterized by mistrust
and miscommunication. The husband is a carpenter while the wife grows
maize and soybean and she is a member of KOPABU cooperative.
Before joining the project, I was a bad woman with unappreciated behaviors
of selfishness. I had no consideration towards my husband’s family and
neighbors. I used to hide the money from agriculture produce; I would sell
household’s goods without informing my husband. I remember that once,
I sold 600 squares meter of my heritage without informing him. I used the
money to buy unnecessary things including clothes, shoes and supported
my brother in secondary school to pay his school fees. All transactions I did
remained unknown of him. She expressed.
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“In July 2015, I was selected to become a champion and started to attend the
training in GALS methodology. The first day of training, we studied diamond
dream tool and I got surprised to use symbols and drawings in planning. I
learnt vision road journey and gender balance tree. When asked to draw what
we liked more, liked, disliked more and dislike in relation to our household
life, I directly thought of my behaviors at home and realized how I was a bad
woman, I started to draw how I like my husband as the first thing in my life
and a Christian man. “I returned home with full drawing kits. My heart kept
warning that if I told him my past, he would flush me out of the house. When I
showed him drawings of diamond dream tool, my husband was surprised and
asked about the kind of the training using symbols! I then started to explain
my drawings in detail and he was interested to know more about them. That’s
how I got the opportunity to talk to him about my past, full of bad behaviors
and then I asked for forgiveness and I decided to never do it again and he
forgave me”. She expressed.
“Now, with my husband, we plan together, we have a joint bank account we
make decision together even in helping our families for both sides, nothing to
hide again towards my husband. My mother-in-law asked my husband what
kind of sorcery herbs he administered to me! With my behavior change, I have
also reached my intermediate vision objective of buying construction plot.

Marceline Nyiranizeyimana and her husband

The family expects to achieve its vision of expanding their house as they already have
150kgs of soybean harvested at the end of season A of 2016, 2 cows, 3 pigs, 2 goats and 5
hens. After the expansion during year 1, the house will have a value of 900,000 RWF. After
three years, the family expects to have a house valued at 2,000,000 RWF as well as a motorcycle for business. They said GALS is like a Bible for Christians and medicine of households
living in darkness.
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3.3. Testimony of local leader on GALS approach, Cyeza
Sector in Muhanga District
“GALS methodology has contributed in performance contracts at Households level as government
strategies for citizens socio-economic development”.
Mr Roger RWIYEREKA, the Executive secretary of Cyeza Sector in Muhanga district appreciates the
partnership with DUHAMIC-ADRI and Oxfam. He says that Cyeza has both rural and urban faces. OXFAM
and DUHAMIC-ADRI Interventions work with Tuzamurane cooperative through the project using GALS
methodology. They help them understand gender relations, to identify and address gender social
norms which are causes of suspicion and disputes. The organization has a unique approach based on
working on basis of a set vision and well defined objectives. This approach is really transformative.
“It helps in engaging community members in the sector’s agenda and the annual performance
contract. Since 2006, our country kicked off the system of working on performance agreement
basis. This starts in families and communities. Before, people worked without vision. But today,
the population sets a vision and identifies the initial stage before they define strategies to
reach their vision. They have started to work towards a vision with well-known objectives.
With regard to change that DUHAMIC ADRI brought about, the Executive Secretary says that it is of
three folds:
- After training, women and men have achieved a certain level of understanding about gender
relations as they work in synergy and take consulted decisions. - The training allowed them
to base their initiatives on a strong basis constituted by what they have already. Then,
they look for other opportunities to achieve their vision. They understand each other.
- New approach, they have further and higher understanding about work target. All what they do is in
line with objectives they set.
Furthermore, project beneficiaries have resolved problems of mismanagement of their resources and
conflicts reduced. They know that “icyo dupfana kiruta icyo dupfa” meaning the reason why we are
together counts more than the source of conflict. There were households which were in perpetual
conflicts. After GALS, they agreed on plans and expenditures in their households; and men and women
participate equally in decision making; they are clean and have development oriented ideas. Among
GALS beneficiaries, they resolve their problems internally. We recognize their support in resolving
conflicts in families. We do not get complaints
from that group any more. The project has
positively changed the beneficiaries’ lives.
We appreciated too much this approach;
peace and development are like twins. I
would recommend to Oxfam to increase the
support, expanding the program to the whole
sector and going even beyond because it was
proven that it is relevant for promoting peace,
development, especially working with purpose.

RWIYEREKA Roger-Executive Secretary of Cyeza Sector

CYEZA EXECUTIVE SECRETARY LEARNING PERSPECTIVES ABOUT GALS METHODOLOGY

We have received no complaint from GALS beneficiaries since 2014. They resolve their problems internally and help
others. This approach should be popularized and taught to all categories of the population. It maintains families
strong and is a real catalyzer of economic development. There is a need to expand it in the whole sector and beyond.
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IV CONCLUSION
GALS methodology has contributed in socioeconomic
development of cooperative members as shown in the
testimonies, and the local authorities appreciated the
methodology because it is helpful in implementing household’s
performance contracts and started by individuals to the
community. This helps local authorities to plan according to
priorities of the community.
The capacity building for men and women, local authorities,
policy makers, value chain actors and other movements which
defend gender justice must be reinforced to create brighter
future.
Based on the positive results achieved by GALS methodology,
IFAD and Oxfam have provided grants to integrate this
methodology in value chain development, agriculture extension
and rural financing. It is in this context that DUHAMIC-ADRI is
implementing the project named Joint Program “Accelerating
progress towards Rural Women Economic Empowerment (JP
RWEE program)” in Kamonyi District.
DUHAMIC-ADRI with proven expertise in using this methodology
(since 2012) started to use it at individual staff level,
beneficiaries of other projects supported by USAID through
Global communities, RGB supported project, European Union
and WelthungerHilfe supported projects and use it in calling
proposals for new grants.

DUHAMIC-ADRI
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